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A compact motor - but
with serious power and
style
Open up the throttle on the F25 and you'll understand why it's in
a class of its own: a versatile, twin-cylinder 4-stroke, it offers big
performance allied to a smooth ride. And while brilliant fuel
economy and easy handling come as standard, the engine is also
kinder to the environment, with reduced exhaust emissions.
Extra benefits, normally only found on larger engines, include
computer-controlled ignition, a special light-load starting system,
and a large-volume silencer.
With single-lever steering friction adjustment, a high-output
alternator and the Wide Range Power Trim & Tilt system option,
the F25 makes a great choice for commercial, professional or
leisure use.

One-piece, solid top cowling design
PrimeStart™ system for easy starting
Optimum power-to-weight ratio
Manual and Electric start options
Wide Range Power Trim & Tilt option
Front-mounted shift lever for easy
control
High-output alternator for extra
starting power
Multi-function tiller handle (optional)
Single-lever steering friction (Tiller
model)
Shallow Water Drive for cruising close
inshore
Fresh water flushing system
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Technology the
world trusts

Whether you're a recreational boat owner or a busy
professional, choose the engine that will help you
get more out of your boat.
Every engine in the Yamaha range uses the very
latest Yamaha marine technologies, engine layouts
and ingenious intake and exhaust systems. Efficient
performance is ensured by a system of microcomputer controls that precisely monitor the engine
– from fuel mixture to combustion efficiency and
maintenance scheduling.
And, without compromising on power, performance
or usability, our specially designed marine engines
also help preserve the environment through the use
of pioneering clean-burn technologies.
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One-piece, solid top cowling design
Instantly recognisable as a new Yamaha, this smart engine features our
latest one-piece cowling design, with stylish graphics and a solid feel
that any owner will appreciate. A cleverly designed water-draining air
intake duct is built into the cowling too.

PrimeStart™
Start your outboard engine as easily as starting a car –even from cold. Exclusive to Yamaha, the legendary
PrimeStart™ system ensures that the engine fires first time, every time you engage either the Electric or
Manual Start.
Extra convenience and driving comfort
You'll find the F25 very easy to control and comfortable to drive, thanks to its
many features - from the front-mounted shift lever and single-lever steering
friction adjuster to the decompression device for smooth, easy starting. The
optional multi-function tiller handle is yet another reason to choose this
tough, reliable engine.

Large multi-function tiller handle option
This great option brings all the engine controls neatly within reach of the driver
and provides an even larger tiller for comfortable steering, handling and
manoeuvring. Whether pottering around the marina or flying along at the higher
speeds this remarkable engine can deliver, it makes the F25 even more enjoyable
to own and use.

Great performance with quiet, low-vibration running
An acceleration pump combines with a long intake to increase efficiency at
low to medium speeds, delivering the power you need, when you need it most.
The F25 also has a counter balancer and long span mounting, which combine
to limit vibrations felt in the boat and a special labrynth exhaust to help
decrease noise levels.

High-output alternator - keeps the power coming
The F25 will be put to a wide variety of tasks, from fishing at night to coastal
cruising, so its High-output alternator is a comforting feature, ensuring that
power should always be available to start the engine – even after prolonged
periods of idling or if you've been running at low revs and using numerous
accessories.
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Engine
Engine type

4-stroke

Displacement

498 cm³

No. of cylinders/Configuration

2/In-line, SOHC

Bore x stroke

65.0 mm x 75.0 mm

Prop shaft output at mid range

18.4kW / 5,500 rpm

Full Throttle Operating Range

5,000 - 6,000 rpm

Lubrication system

Wet sump

Fuel Induction System

1-Carb

Ignition / advance system

CDI

Starter system

Manual (MH), Electric (E, ET) with Prime Start™

Gear ratio

2.08 (27/13)

Dimensions
Transom height

S:423mm L:550mm

Weight with propeller

F25DMHS: 77.0 kg, F25DMHL: 78.0 kg, F25DES: 78.0 kg, F25DEL: 79.0 kg, F25DETL:82.0 kg

Fuel tank capacity

separate, 25 litres

Oil pan capacity

1.4 litres

Additional features
Control

Tiller handle (MH), Remote control (E, ET)

Trim & Tilt method

Power Trim & Tilt (ET), Manual Tilt (MH, E)

Light coil / Alternator Output

12V - 14A with rectifier/regulator

Tilt limitter (only for remote
control specs)

-

Engine immobilizer

-

Propeller

Included

Counter Rotation Model

-

Shallow Water Drive

Standard

Digital Network Gauge II (LCD
Color)

-

Digital Network Gauge
(Round/Square)

-

Variable Trolling RPM

-

Dual Battery Charging System

-

Shift Dampener System (SDS)

-

Remark

The kW data in this sheet is based on the ICOMIA 28 standard, measured at the prop shaft

All information in this catalogue is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior notice. Photographs may show boats
being driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance in respect of safe operation or style of use is intended or implied by the
publication of these images. Always respect the local maritime regulations. Always wear the recommended personal floatation device and safety
equipment when boating.
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models

F25

The Yamaha Chain of Quality
Yamaha technicians are fully trained and equipped to offer the best service and advice for your Yamaha
product. For this reason, Yamaha strongly recommends visiting an official Yamaha dealer for all your
service requirements.
Yamaha Marine Parts & Accessories are especially developed, designed and tested for our Yamaha
product range. Yamaha also recommends the use of Yamalube®. Yamalube® is our own range of hightech lubricants, the lifeblood of Yamaha engines. They are developed to carry on working effectively, no
matter where you drive.
Besides functional and style accessories, Yamaha offers a range of high quality, innovative boating gear.
An extensive range of casual wear is also available. For more information go to:

www.yamaha-motor-acc.com
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